The LFII residential flat-plate concealed sprinkler is now offered in an intermediate temperature rating with a reduced cover plate gap.

Greater flexibility and improved aesthetic design
The TYCO® LFII 4.9K concealed pendent sprinkler is now available with an intermediate temperature rating. With a reduced cover plate gap, this flat plate concealed sprinkler offers a sleek, discreet aesthetic while achieving the same UL listed flow rates and pressures for all coverage areas as the ordinary temperature model, which will continue to be offered as part of the LFII residential sprinkler portfolio.

Featuring a 212°F (100°C) sprinkler and 165°F (74°C) cover plate, this product is designed for residential applications where ambient temperatures may reach 150°F (66°C). This offers greater flexibility when installing sprinklers near potential heat sources or in areas prone to overheating, such as laundry rooms or spaces beneath unconditioned attics (where the back of the sprinkler may be exposed to increased temperatures).

This new product joins the LFII family of sprinklers used in RAPID RESPONSE Fire Sprinkler Systems, which include sprinklers, valves, CPVC pipe and fittings, and system components all from one manufacturer, with one industry-leading 10-year warranty*.

Learn more at www.tyco-fire.com.

*Visit www.tyco-fire.com/terms for the applicable terms and conditions of sale for this and other TYCO® products.